
“Finding Lillian Elizabeth Foertmeyer” 

 

The surname FOERTMEYER is derived from the German FÖRTMEIER. In America all people named 

FOERTMEYER, and spelled FOERTMEYER, are related. Furthermore, all the various Foertmeyer families are 

known to me; not that there are that many, but I do know them all, past and present. That said, you can 

imagine my surprise at the outset of my genealogy project when I found a Foertmeyer I had never heard of. 

Not once had I ever heard mention of him, even from the old Foertmeyers I grew up around in the 1950s; 

the very ones who should have at least known of his existence. 

 
This heretofore unknown Foertmeyer was George Henry Foertmeyer, born Georg Heinrich Förtmeier in 

Lavelsloh Parish, Germany. As it turned out, George was the bastard son of Dorothee Luise Förtmeier, the 

oldest child in the family of Dietrich Friedrich Wilhelm Förtmeier and Dorothea Georg. Dorothee Luise 

Förtmeier was the older sister of my great grandfather, Louis Karl Förtmeier, the youngest child in the family 

of eleven children, seven of which immigrated to Cincinnati. 

 
However, before I knew all the above, all I had was a George Henry Foertmeyer buried in Spring Grove 

Cemetery in a plot owned by a John Joseph Clegg. Furthermore, he was the only Foertmeyer buried in this 

plot. Why? All the older Foertmeyers are also buried in Spring Grove Cemetery, but in Foertmeyer family 

plots. The original plot was the Foertmeyer, Wagner, Reum plot, and the second plot the Charles Henry 

Foertmeyer MD/Rentz plot. Then there is the Louis Charles Foertmeyer plot, containing my great 

grandparents, grandparents, and parents. Beyond that there are several single family Foertmeyer plots. So, 

why is George the only Foertmeyer not buried with other Foertmeyers? Well, to add to the mystery, he was 

originally buried with the others in the old Foertmeyer, Wagner, Reum plot. George was born in 1850, and at 

the age of twenty-seven, in 1877, he died from tuberculosis and was laid to rest with all the Foertmeyers 

who had gone before him. Eight years later – he was moved. 

 
Why would someone move George to the John Joseph Clegg plot from the Foertmeyer plot? Further 

research discovered an even more obscure Foertmeyer. It seems that at the time of his premature death, 

George was married to Henrietta Fike and they had together an infant daughter, five month old Lillian 

Elizabeth Foertmeyer. 
 



Approximately two years after George’s death in March of 1877 Henrietta married John Joseph Clegg, owner 

of Clegg, Goeser, McFee & Co. engraving, located on the fifth floor of the Carlisle Building on the SW corner 

of Fourth and Walnut Streets. In 1880 they had twins, a girl they named Frances and unfortunately Frances’s 

twin was stillborn, and listed only as “Infant Clegg”. In 1882, the Clegg’s had a baby boy they named Le Roy 

G. Clegg. Le Roy lived only eight months before being taken by “brain fever”. At this time, as the death 

notice mentions, their residence was at West 454 Court Street. 
 

 
Of course, the Clegg’s now needed a burial plot for their two deceased children so they purchased Section 

101 Lot 221 at Spring Grove Cemetery, and in 1885 buried the Infant Clegg and Le Roy Clegg in space 2, and 

George Henry Foertmeyer in space 1. Yes, he was removed from the Foertmeyer plot and became the first 

burial in the new Clegg plot. After all, he was Lillian’s father, or so I guess she reasoned. Henrietta, not to get 

ahead of myself, now lies between her two husbands. Charles and Frances Zimmerman are there as well, 

along with Ruth Zimmerman, their spinster daughter, little Le Roy Clegg and the Infant Clegg, Frances’s 

stillborn twin. There are also so family friends in the plot. As far as I can determine, there were no other 

children or relatives in the Clegg family, other than Lillian and her son, Clegg [we will get to Clegg later]. 

 
George, having been originally buried in the Foertmeyer plot would have been in an unmarked grave. None 

of the original thirty-some graves in the Foertmeyer/Wagner/Reum plot are individually marked. George's 

headstone in the Clegg plot matches both Henrietta's and John's in style and content, so I think it safe to say 

that Henrietta arranged for and paid for a personal stone for George. 

 
In 1887 the Clegg family had moved into 193 Ohio Avenue, where they remained until 1892 when their 

address changed to 195 Ohio Avenue. These addresses are deceiving if you are unaware of the 1896 

implementation of the 1891 Ordinance No. 152, which provided for a uniform system of numbering houses. 

Yes, in 1896 all house numbers changed in accordance with Ordinance No. 152. The address 193 Ohio 

Avenue became 2223 Ohio Avenue and 195 became 2225 Ohio Avenue. In 1896 the Clegg’s address was 

2223 Ohio Avenue, suggesting that they probably owned the entire building, their address fluctuating 

between the two addresses for this one building. 



To confirm the address change that I surmised above, resulting from the 1896 implementation of Ordinance 

No. 152, I located the addresses for each intersection with Ohio Avenue, for both pre [1889] and post 

[1896] numbering change. In doing this I could confirm the old house number 193 correlated to the new 

house number 2223, and that they are indeed the same actual dwelling. 

 
1889 No. 1896 No. 

Clifton 35 Clifton 2000 

Van Lear 94 Van Lear 2100 

Cliff 102 Cliff 2128 

Graham 154 Graham 2200 

Parker 199 Parker 2301 

Conklin 232 Conklin 2330 

Lyon 337 Lyon 2400 

McMillan 365 McMillan 2500 
 
 

 

2223-2225 Ohio Avenue – Clifton, Ohio 



Using the modern address, we can say that John J. Clegg and his wife Henrietta were to remain at 2223 Ohio 

Avenue from 1887 until 1921 when their lives began to change drastically. John Clegg was quite prominent 

and his wife quite the socialite. They owned a cabin at Epworth Heights in Loveland, Ohio and a farm in 

Ryland, Kentucky, as well as a home at 515 Evernia Street, West Palm Beach, Florida. The house in Florida 

she is listed as having lived in the one year after her husband died. My guess is that she came back home 

because of Charles Zimmerman’s death in 1922, never to return due to her own death in 1923. According to 

the West Palm Beach City Directory for 1922 she retained a Cincinnati residence as well. 

 
Henrietta entertained extensively and her daughters seemed to enjoy membership in social clubs and the 

like. I have found numerous articles, like the ones below, bear this out. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Epworth Heights was one of those places people would create summer getaways where 
  they could entertain and escape the sweltering heat of the city. 
 
  



   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
     This similar entrance sign stands at the entry to Epworth Heights. It may even be the original sign, extended to allow a wider passage. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



In 1902, however, Frances disappeared. The account of her disappearance is shown below in a 

clipping from the Cincinnati Enquirer. 

 

 

In my opinion, the paragraph I have highlighted in yellow is evidence of a cover-up to cover the 

trail of Frances and Charles’s elopement. You see, I can find absolutely no record of Frances 

Clegg having a living brother. I believe the “brother” was medical student Edward Guinn, who for 

reasons I will explain in a moment, had passed himself off as a brother and was weaving a 

cover story which would point away from Charles Zimmerman and toward an unnamed medical 

student. While this was very interesting, so far I still had no clue as to where Lillian Foertmeyer 

had vanished. You see, in the 1910 Federal Census, John and Henrietta Clegg were living alone; 

no Frances and no Lillian. This leaves two possibilities. Lillian either died, or got married, 

because there is no record of “Lillian Foertmeyer” or “Lillian Clegg”, anywhere, after the 

1900 census. Had she died? That is unlikely, because she is not buried with her mother and 

father in the Clegg plot in Spring Grove Cemetery. 

 
If she got married, I could find no record of the marriage, so where to begin looking for her, when 

you don’t know her new name? In 1902 her younger sister had eloped. Maybe Lillian, at a later 

date, eloped also. It wasn’t until I found mention of her in a 1912 newspaper article that I had a 

lead to follow. 
 



John Clegg’s business partner, August Goeser, had died and his estate was being divided 

between several people, including John J. Clegg, Fannie C. Zimmerman, and Lillian C. Guinn. 

Lillian had married. Remember the “brother” who had said Frances had been interested in a 

medical student, more so than Charles Zimmerman? Enter Edward Guinn, medical student and 

resident at 2223 Ohio Avenue from 1902 to 1903. 

 
Fast forward to 1903, and we find that Edward Guinn married Fannie's half-sister, Lillian 

Foertmeyer, and whisked her a way to Oklahoma. Was this another elopement? If it was, did 

these four young people concoct this plan together? It is easy to see why Fannie and Charles 

would elope first, as the second article clearly shows that Edward graduated from medical 

college in 1903. They would, by necessity, have had to wait for Edward to finish school. 
 

As I said before, the Cleggs were socially prominent, yet I can find no wedding announcement for 

the marriage of Edward Guinn and Lillian Foertmeyer [Clegg]. Had there been a big wedding, it 

would most certainly have been covered in the “Random Notes” section of the Cincinnati 

Enquirer. Furthermore, there is no article that I can find announcing the birth of their child on 

December 25, 1903 in Oklahoma. How did we get to Oklahoma, and what child? Edward 

graduated medical college in Cincinnati on May 3, 1903 while living at 2223 Ohio Avenue. Was 

he already married to Lillian? If not, what was the arrangement? The only fact that I can pull from 

my research so far, is that seven months and twenty-two days after Edward’s graduation, the 

baby Clegg Guinn was born in Oklahoma. Lillian had already been pregnant when Edward 

graduated. Another elopement before Lillian began to show? 

 
For research purposes, Lillian could not have chosen a better name for the boy than Clegg, an 

obvious tribute to the family that raised her. His given name being the very rare Clegg has 



helped positively identify him and his movements upon several occasions. 

 
In 1910, The Federal Census lists Edward Guinn and Lillian Guinn living in Kosoma, Oklahoma 

and in their household was Clegg Guinn age 6, Richard Guinn, age 3, and a twenty-year-old 

boarder named Morsam Elvidio. No one knows for sure what became of Richard, because in the 

next census [1920] he no longer is living with Lillian and Lillian is divorced from and no longer 

living with Edward. The 1920 census shows only Lillian and Clegg living together with a boarder 

named Carl Stevens. They now are living in Stillwater, Oklahoma at 302 Maple Avenue. 
 

 
I cannot find Edward in the 1920 census to determine if Richard is with him, but there is some 

evidence that Richard had died in 1914. This is not proven either way. 

 
Now, as you will see, we have lost Lillian again. In the 1930 Federal Census Clegg Guinn is living 

alone in San Francisco, California. He is a musician. He will eventually settle in Stockton, 

California with his bride Marie, and live until 1964. From the California Death Index: 

 
Name: Clegg C Guinn Birth Place: Oklahoma 

Gender: Male Death Date: 28 Sep 1964 

Birth Date: 
Mother's Maiden Name: 

25 Dec 1903 
Fortmeie 

Death Place: San Joaquin [county] 



Clegg and Marie had no children that I know of. So, where then in 1930 was Lillian found? The 

short answer is that she wasn’t. After 1920 the names Lillian Guinn, Lillian Clegg, and Lillian 

Foertmeyer do not appear on any census or document that I can find. As I said, she is lost to us 

again. 
 

 
Clegg Guinn Death Certificate – 1964 Stockton,Californa 



Meanwhile, things back in Ohio are not so good. Frances is about to enter into a very black 

period of her life, starting on May 2, 1921, when an accident occurs. 
 

 

 

Notice that even though Lillian grew up in his household and went by the name Clegg, she is not 

mentioned here as a daughter. Technically, this is correct, but… 

 
In September of 1922, sixteen months after the death of John Clegg, Charles Zimmerman is 

stricken with appendicitis and dies from the infection. His passing now leaves Frances a 

widow with a fifteen-year-old daughter named Ruth to raise. As if things hadn’t gone south 

fast enough for Frances, fourteen months later, in November of 1923, her mother contracts 

bronchitis and dies. 
 

 

The Clegg home at 2223 and 2225 Ohio Avenue is vacated between 1921 and 1923 after serving 

the family well for over thirty-five years. Into 2223 moves a clerk at the Union Central Life 

Company named Charles Lester and his student sons, Charles Jr. and Vernon L. Lester. Into 2225 

moves Edwin Henderson, a writer for the Enquirer, and Albert and Irene Kouba. Albert was a 

salesman and Irene a clerk at the Union Central Trust building. 

 
Now…back to Lillian. I had lucked out the first time I lost her by finding a newspaper clipping 

giving me her new married name [Guinn]. It now appeared that I needed another such infusion 

of luck, but letter after letter, graveyard search after graveyard search produced no new 

information on Lillian. Again, she was either dead or married again with a new name 



unbeknownst to me. I was really getting worried that I’d never get to the end of the story. After 

all, Ruth Zimmerman had died an only child and spinster. Clegg and Maria Guinn never had 

children. There was simply no one left to ask. 

 
The beauty of Ancestry.com is that it not only contains official documents and censuses, etc., but 

also the work of individual amateur genealogists looking for their roots. I decided to give this 

angle a try and found a Guinn who had created a family tree from their perspective. Although 

they knew less than I did, they did have one interesting tidbit that almost fit the bill. I say almost 

because their information matched up pretty well to Lillian Foertmeyer Guinn. 
 

 

The lady’s name was Lillian Elizabeth Baum. The information came from the California Death 

Index and everything matched, except for her mother’s maiden name. The birth year was 

correct, the birth place was correct, the father’s surname was sort of correct [Clegg, not 

Foertmeyer], and the Lillian Elizabeth was correct. The glaring exception was that her mother’s 

maiden name was stated as “Boyer”. We know from cemetery records that Henrietta’s maiden 

name was Fike, not Boyer. But how could this not be our Lillian what with her father’s surname 

listed as Clegg? Clegg is not Smith or Jones; it’s rare. 

 
The next logical step was to lay out some money and see if the actual death certificate would 

provide and further information that could be considered conclusive, and – it did! 



 



The informant for the information provided for the death certificate was Mrs. Clegg Guinn [Maria]. The 

stated full name of her father was John J. Clegg of Ohio. Her mother’s maiden name still said Boyer, but the 

initials preceding it were H.E. which is correct [Henrietta Elizabeth]. Where Maria came up with Boyer is 

anybody’s guess, but every single other item was a perfect match. Also, she was listed as a widow, and much 

to my displeasure her husband [Baum] was not listed, so I still have not found his name. 
 

 

 

 
 

Today, Henrietta rests between the two fathers of her children. The plot at Spring Grove is laid out as in the 

diagram below. Also present, as mentioned before, are Charles, Frances, and Ruth Zimmerman. There is no 

marker for Ruth, as she is interred with her mother. 
 

 



 
 

May 29, 2014 

 
Today I was contacted by the Chapel of the Pines Cemetery where Lillian, according to her death certificate, 

was laid to rest. They were responding to my inquiry about Lillian and they told me that on September 24, 

1952 Lillian was moved to Park View Memorial Mausoleum in Stockton, California. Park View, now known as 

Park View Cemetery and Funeral Home, is located at 3661 French Camp Rd, Manteca, CA 95336. 

 
Having previously learned from Clegg Guinn’s death certificate that he was laid to rest in Park View in 1964, 

the interment of Lillian there makes perfect sense. Clegg and his wife, Marie resided in Stockton and the 

death of his mother in 1951 probably prompted him to acquire a resting place in Stockton for the three of 

them. For that matter, perhaps for the four of them, if Lillian’s husband Baum was moved there too. 
 

I am currently awaiting more info from both above mentioned cemeteries. 

 

June 12, 2014 

 
For the first time I may have put a first name to Lillian’s second husband. In both the 1924, 1926, and 1927 
California voter registrations Lillian E Baum and a H. Garland Baum lived at the same address. In 1924 they lived 
at 49251/4 Navarro Street in Los Angeles. Then in 1926 and 1927 they are both found at 4878 Navarro Street, 
which is a single- family residence. 49251/4 Navarro Street is now gone, replaced by a shopping center. 

 

 



 
 
 

4878 Navarro Street 

 
I cannot yet confirm beyond a doubt that her husband was H. Garland [Garland H.] as I cannot confirm that this 
Lillian E. Baum is our Lillian E. Baum, but what a coincidence if not. More to come… 

 

 
June 21, 2014 

 
Further probing has led me to believe that there is and was only one Garland Henry Baum, and he is who I have 
come to believe was married to Lillian. There is no proof yet, but here are the facts we do know. First, as I said, 
there is no evidence to suggest that there have ever been more than one Garland H Baum. We proved through 
her death certificate that Lillian Elizabeth Baum is indeed Lillian Elizabeth Foertmeyer. Now both the Los Angeles 
voter registration documents and the city directories clearly show Garland H Baum and Lillian E. Baum living at 
the same two addresses during the years 1924 to 1927. Garland first appears living alone in LA in 1922; Lillian in 
1924 as far as available directories indicate. Then, as of 1928, Garland disappears from LA. Lillian stays in LA 
until her death in 1951, but where did Garland go? We though he had died because in 1942 Lillian is listed in the 
LA city directory as (wid G H), or widow of Garland H. Her death certificate also states that she is a widow. The 
problem… the only death record for a Garland H Baum that can be found is from 1960 in Oklahoma. He is not in 
the California Death Index. 

 
After his 1927 listing in the LA City Directory, living with Lillian at 4878 Navarro Street, the name Garland Baum 
does not reappear until 1930, back home in McAlester, Oklahoma, living with his parents, Dr. Frank J. Baum and 
Mrs. Mary Lucette Baum at 632 E. Adams Avenue. On September 5, 1931 Garland marries Margaret Clark 
Baum. In 1935 they have a son, Frank Clark Baum who dies in 1941. 

 
Okay, so how does a 21 year old young man meet a 44 year old woman and get to know her well enough to go 
to California with her as her husband? Well, according to the 1920 Federal Census Lillian lived at 302 Maple 
Avenue in Sweetwater, Oklahoma with her 16 year old son Clegg and a 21 year old boarder named Carl 
Stevens. The home at 302 Maple Avenue is a two-family located 2 blocks from Oklahoma State University. The 
Pittsburg County Genealogical and Historical Society informed me that according to Garland’s obituary, he 
attended college in Stillwater at the same time as Lillian was living there. Could it be that Garland and Carl 
Stevens were friends, Carl visiting Garland frequently at Lillian’s home? Could it be that Garland was renting the 
second apartment in Lillian’s building at 302 Maple Avenue? Possibly either. 



So why would a 21- year- old college student, or even a recent graduate, want to marry a 44 year old divorced lady 
with a 16 year old son? Maybe Lillian, Clegg, and Garland all wanted to go to California. Maybe traveling together 
would be the safest way, especially for Lillian. Maybe they never married, but for the sake of appearances 
pretended they were married, Lillian even assuming the name. So far, we cannot locate a marriage license or a 
divorce decree for them. Maybe it was all fabricated. Maybe this isn’t the same Garland Henry Baum at all. If that 
is true, however, why can I not find a single other Garland H. Baum anywhere, at any time? 

 
What we do know is that in the 1940 Federal Census puts Garland in Savannah Township, Oklahoma, married to 
Margaret and lists his occupation as a farmer. The next time we find Garland is in 1943 in Seattle, Washington. 
Both he and Margaret are living there and working for Boeing Airplane Company. Of course, this is most probably 
due to the war effort [WWII]. Boeing introduced women into the manufacturing of planes and their production for 
the war grew greatly. 

 
In 1948 they move closer to home, now living in Wichita, Kansas and Garland is still working as a mechanic for 
Boeing. Here they remain until February of 1960, the year of Garland’s death in October. In 1961 Margaret is 
living at the old Baum homestead at 632 E. Adams Road, McAlester, Oklahoma. Since Garland’s father had died 
in 1959 and his mother in August of 1960, Garland, as an only child, would have owned 632 E. Adams for two 
months prior to his own death, which then of course would have transferred to Margaret. After 1961 I cannot find 
Margaret. Perhaps she sold the house and moved closer to other relatives. 

 

 
 

This is 632 E. Adams in McAlester today. 



 
 

  
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 



 
 

According to Garland’s WWI Draft Registration Card, his first name was actually Henry and his middle name was 
Garland. He even signed it that way. Why his headstone has the two names reversed, I suppose is because he 
generally went by the name Garland. 



 
 
 
 
 

June 30, 2014 

 
Today I received the death certificate of Richard Hamilton Guinn, whom I suspected was the younger brother of 
Clegg Guinn, second son of Lillian Baum. I had thought, since he appeared in the 1910 census living with Lillian, 
but not the 1920 census, that he had either died in 1914 (as was suggested by one researcher), or he had gone 
with his father after Edward’s divorce from Lillian, sometime between 1910 and 1920. The death certificate 
suggests that Richard did not die in 1914, but lived on until 1968. The death certificate did not, beyond a shadow 
of a doubt, prove this is Lillian’s son, but the place of birth, time of birth, and his father’s name are all correct. 

Richard is laid to rest in Sierra View Memorial Park, 4900 Olive Ave, Olivehurst, CA 95961. He is in FAIRHAVEN 
Row #5 - Grave #7. He was interred on Sept 14, 1968 at the age of 62. Our records show his DOB - July 4, 
1906 and DOD September 11, 1968. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

RICHARD GUINN 

1906 - 1968 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

COUNTY of YUBA 
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